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I 

Certain things can be adequately discussed only if at the same 
time we speak of the whole of the world and of life. If we are not 
ready to do that, we give up all claim to saying anything signifi
cant. Death and love are such subjects. Festivity, too, must be in
cluded in that category. This becomes apparent as soon as we try 

to get beyond mere description of the facts. 
Let us start with what lies nearest to hand. If, for example, we 

consider the distinction between the festive and the workaday, we 
soon realize that the antithesis belongs to quite a different cate
gory from, say, that of left and right, or day and night. We do not 
mean only that a working day and a feast day are mutually exclu
sive; we also mean that work is an everyday occurrence, while a 
feast is something special, unusual, an interruption in the ordinary 
passage of time. "A holiday every day"-or even every other day
is an idea that cannot be realized in practice; even though it may 
not necessarily run counter to the concept of festivity in itself,! it 
is hardly feasible in the lives of men existing here and now. The 
festive quality of a holiday depends on its being exceptional. A fes
tival can arise only out of the foundation of a life whose ordinary 
shape is given by the working day. 
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An idle-rich class of do-nothings are hard put to it even to amuse 
themselves, let alone to celebrate a festival. The dolce vita is a des
perately unfestive affair. There is, incidentally, consider~ble testi
mony that this sad truth applied also to the courtly festivals of the 
Baroque period, which many an innocent historian has described 
as highly festive occasions. The probability is that they sprang not 
from joy in living, but from fear, from horror vacui, because the 
true prerequisite for festivity was lacking at these courts. They 
had "no everyday life and no work, nothing but time on their 
hands and boredom." 2 

Incidentally, pseudo-festivals exist, as well as pseudo-work. Not 
all activity, not every kind of expenditure of effort and earning of 
money, deserves the name of work. That should be applied only to 
the active- and usually also laborious-procurement of the things 
that are truly useful for living. And it is a good guess that only 
meaningful work can provide the soil in which festivity flourishes. 
Perhaps both work and celebration spring from the same root, so 
that when the one dries up, the other withers. 

But of course meaningful work signifies more than the mere fact 
of workaday accomplishment. The implication is that man under
stands the work and accepts it for what it really is, namely, the 
"tilling of the field" which always includes both happiness and 
toil, satisfaction as well as sweat of the brow, joy as well as the 
consumption of vital energy. If one element in these pairs is sup
pressed, the reality of work is falsified and festivity is ruled out. 

We must consider this matter in more concrete terms. In a to
talitarian state labor is glorified, and government propaganda ro
manticizes rises in the production indices as if work were itself a 
form of celebration. At the same time, true festivity cannot exist in 
such a state; the very nature of the state is against it. But the pos
sibility of festivity is destroyed even more thoroughly by the other 
falsification, the view that man's daily life, taken as a whole, is 
nothing but vexation, meaningless bustle, deadly drudgery, in a 
word: an absurdity- which, however, the intrepid man who 
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wishes to surrender neither his dignity nor his clarity of vision 
will not simply endure in dull passivity, but will explicitly affirm 
and "choose," for the sake of its very absurdity. "One must imagine 
Sisyphus happy," says Albert Camus.s Not that this strenuously 
pursued happiness, this celebration of the "victory of the absurd," 
is very credible. In fact it is even less credible than the touted "ra
diant expression" of the tractor driver who is meeting his quota. 
Neither the dedication of the Stakhanovite nor the doggedness of 
Sisyphus allows room for the spontaneity of life which is indis
pensable to festal exaltation. For that, it is essential to look upon 
reality whole, and above all "to taste things as they really are," 4 the 
bitter bitter and the sweet sweet. 

To be sure, bitterness itself can contain a healing element; the 
good may be found in the bad, bonum in malo.5 This remarkable 
postulate holds, apparently, only in a single context. I hesitate to 
call it by name, because to do so will inevitably give rise to a host 
of misunderstandings, if not worse. I refer to the context of just 
punishment, and to the fact that the soundest, sanest, and most 
therapeutic thing a justly punished person can do is to accept his 
punishment as his due, and not try to falsify it by pretending that 
he enjoys the taste of it, or that he has chosen it. For by enduring 
the bitterness, the malum, he may hope that at least by his own 
life he is atoning for what he has done, repairing the wrong and 
turning evil to good; that he is restoring a balance that could not 
be restored in any other way. 

The fact is, as everyone knows, that Christendom's sacred books 
call work, and incidentally death also, a punishment. That is a 
subject too broad to discuss here. If we even attempted it, we 
should have to answer the question: Why has punishment been 
imposed, and by whom? And then we should nnd ourselves 
squarely in the heart of theology. Still, it is good to remind our
selves that such questions can be meaningfully asked, and can also 
be answered. And it is good for us to be leavened, now and again, 
by the idea that a path has already been laid down and leads away 
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from an attitude toward work that is essentially inhuman in both 
its affirmative and negative aspects. 

The real nature of festivity, of course, is not made apparent 
solely by its contrast to labor. A festival is not just a day with
out work, of course. This must be stated, because some writers 
have tried to define the essence of festivity only in terms of this 
difference.~ Ordinary speech must be taken at its face value, the 
argument runs; as a rule people can say no more about a success
ful festival than that it was "something different, for a change," 
that "you felt as if you were transported to another world for the 
time being." This, the argument continues, expresses precisely 
"what makes the celebration a celebration": that "something 
other . . . than daily life . . . becomes accessible in it." How
ever, the author adds- he is a theologian- no one is going to be 
duped into imagining that "either a village shooting contest or, 
say, a 'festival' play is really 'another world' "- for which reason 
"the phenomenon of genuine celebration7 ••• is really present 
only in religious acts in which man as creature can grasp the truly 
'other' and absolutely 'new' world of the glory of God." This ob
servation, however, indicates that we need to understand more 
about the dichotomy between the festive and the everyday than 
that they are opposites. At one point or another we must define the 
inner nature of this difference in positive terms. 

To do so, we need not immediately cross the border into theo
logical territory, as we have done here- although that border is, of 
course, not far away. First, it will be profitable to examine some
what more closely the relationship of festivity to work. In doing so, 
we find that we can come closer to formulating the quality of a 
festival, and that it is more than the pause which interrupts the 
normal course of everyday work. To be sure, it is that too; let us re
member that Plato calls the religious holiday a breathing spell,8 

anapaula. A day off from work, a day free from the necessity of 
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earning one's livelihood, is after all essential to a festival; in other 
words, a day free of servile work. 

Quite understandably, that adjective servile brings us up short. 
Yet concealed behind it is an insight indispensable to our grasping 
the essence of festivity. It must be noted in passing that the under
lying concept of artes serviles originally carried no slightest impli
cation of contempt. Rather, the term referred only to activity serv
ing a purpose outside itself (our corresponding adjective would be 
"useful" or "utilitarian"). But quite aside from the connotation of 
the term, servile work is by nature dependent on something else. 
It cannot be thought of apart from its purpose. As a concept, it is 
part of a system of ideas, and we can scarcely consider it without 
considering its co-ordinate counterpart.9 That counterpart is not 
inactivity or nonwork, but free activity, ars liberalis: work that does 
not have a purpose outside itself, that is meaningful in itself, and 
for that very reason is neither useful in the strict sense, nor servile 
or serviceable. 

At this point we can grasp the very tip, at least, of that hidden 
insight. Far be it from us to suggest that activity that is meaningful 
in itself is synonymous with festivity. But we have, it would seem, 
discovered a crucial component of festivity. To celebrate a festival 
means to do something which is in no way tied to other goals, 
which has been removed from all "so that" and "in order to." True 
festivity cannot be imagined as residing anywhere but in the realm 
of activity that is meaningful in itself. 

The further implication is, then, that anyone who is at a loss to 
say what activity that is meaningful in itself is will also be at a loss 
to define the concept of festivity. And if that incapacity is exis
tential, instead of merely intellectual, then the prerequisite for 
achieving any kind of festivity is lacking. With the death of the 
concept of human activity that is meaningful in itself, the possi
bility of any resistance to a totalitarian laboring society also per
ishes (and such a regime could very well be established even 
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without concomitant political dictatorship). It then becomes a 
sheer impossibility to establish and maintain an area of existence 
which is not pre-empted by work. For there is only a single justi
fication for not working that will be acceptable even to one's own 
conscience. That is, dedication of leisure to something meaningful 
in itself. It is more important not only "socially" but also on a 
higher human level to work than to kill time; and if we contrast 
the laboring society and its totalitarian planning for utility with a 
civilization dedicated mainly to entertainment, the former seems 
without question overwhelmingly superior. 

Incidentally, we may have reached a point when the practical 
prerequisite to festivity, liberation from work, is itself becoming a 
dubious proposition. It was recently pointed out, with the utmost 
seriousness, that the age-old human dream of a life free of toil is 
on the verge of being uncannily fulfilled and, "like the fulfillment 
of wishes in fairy-tales, comes at a moment when it can only be 
self-defeating" because the "laboring society" no longer knows "of 
those other and more meaningful activities for the sake of which 
this freedom would deserve to be won." 10 

How can we visualize something that serves nothing else, that 
by its very nature has meaning only in its own terms? 

Almost inevitably there comes to mind a notion that has been 
much discussed in anthropological literature of recent decades
although it has been the subject of considerable romantic specula
tion, as well as of sound analysis. I am referring to the concept of I play. Does not play epitomize that pure purposefulness in itself, 

• we might ask? Is not play activity meaningful in itself, needing no 
utilitarian justification? And should not festivity therefore be in
terpreted chiefly as a form of play? 

Obviously, these are extremely complex questions which cannot 
be settled merely in passing. Nevertheless, we would hazard that 
the term play does not adequately define the distinguishing fea
ture of free activity, let alone of festivity. To be sure, Plato closely 
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associates the two ideas when he speaks of "the graciousness of 
play and festival." 11 And if "seriousness," as Hegel says, "is work 
in relation to the need," 12 then it does seem logical to equate play 
with festivity in similar fashion. In fact a real festival can scarcely 
be conceived unless the ingredient of play- perhaps also, although 
here I am not so sure, the ingredient of plaJiul!.1ess-has entered 
into it. But all this has not answered the crucial question of 
whether the element of play makes an action meaningful in it
self. Human acts derive their meaning primarily from their con
tent, from their object, not from the manner in which they are 
performed. Play, however, seems to be chiefly a mere modus of 
action, a specific way of performing something, at any rate a purely 
formal determinant. Thus it is natural enough that people inevita
bly flounder in phantasms and unrealities when they try to regard 
all those human activities that are obviously not just work as play 
and nothing more: the work of the artist, too-of the writer, mu
sician, painter-or even religious worship. For suddenly everything 
that was "meaningful in itself" slips through their fingers and be
comes a game empty of all meaning. Significantly, one good argu
ment against Huizinga's book on homo ludens, which represents .,. 
the religious festivals of primitive peoples purely as play,13 is that 
this view is tantamount to saying that all sacred acts are meaning
less. Incidentally, this objection has not been made by a theologian; 
the critic is an ethnologist, protesting against distortion of empirical 
observation.14 

The question, then, remains open: By what virtue does an act 
possess the inner quality of being meaningful in itself? 
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the requirement that great festivals be celebrated in the proper 
spirit. As the history of religions tells US,4 empty and wearisome 
pomp existed even at the Greek festivals. Nevertheless, it is pecu
liar to our time that we may conceive of festivity itself as being 
expressly repudiated. This very situation gives rise to the "ques
tion," prompts us to decide for ourselves what presumably every
body knows and takes for granted: namely, what the essence of 
festivity is, and what should be done so that men in our time can 
preserve or regain the capacity to celebrate real festivals festively 
- a capacity which concerns the heart of life, and perhaps con
stitutes it. Mere description of classical or medieval or even East 
Indian festivals, no matter how accurate and stirring, does not fur
ther our aim at all. Even a "morphology," stylistic history, or so
ciology of festivals would not especially help us.6 Such studies not 
only fail to answer the question; they do not even touch it. We 
must attack the question in a far more fundamental sense. 

But does not celebrating a festival mean simply the equivalent of 
having a good time? And does not everyone know what that is? 
Perhaps so-but again a few questions arise. What is a good time? > 
Does anything of the sort exist? May it not be that the only kind 
of good time that is really possible is a time of good work? 

These are questions we cannot answer unless we have a con
ception of man. For what is involved is the fulfillment of human 
life, and the form in which this fulfillment is to take place. In
evitably, therefore, we find ourselves concerned with such ideas as 
" h f' f " " I l'f "''hI' ""P d' " N t e per ectlOn 0 man, eterna 1 e, ISS, ara Ise, ow, 
there is little point in learning what any individual thinks all on 
his own about such fundamental matters, no matter how original 
his ideas may be. In this realm, we should be wary of originality. 
It is more rewarding to consider what the tradition of humanity's 
wisdom, into which the thought of whole generations has entered, 
has to tell us. To be sure, we need scarcely expect that this tale 
will be easy to decipher. 

The traditional name for the utmost perfection to which man 
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may attain, the fulfillment of his being, is visio beati(ica, the "see
ing that confers bliss." This is to say that the highest intensifica
tion of life, the absolutely perfect activity, the final stilling of all 
volition, and the partaking of the utmost fullness that life can of
fer, takes place as a kind of seeing; more precisely, that all this is 
achieved in seeing awareness of the divine ground of the universe.6 

Incidentally, the tradition in which this view may be found ex
tends much further back than the Christian centuries, perhaps 
back beyond historical time altogether. A few generations before 
Plato, the Greek Anaxagoras, in answer to the question of what he 
had been born for, replied: "For seeing." And in Plato's Symposium 
Diotima clearly expresses the traditional wisdom of the visio be
atifica: "This is that life above all others which man should live, 
in the contemplation of divine beauty; this makes man immortal." 7 

But eschatology alone is not the issue; the traditional wisdom 
does not speak only of the ultimate perfection of life in the "here
after." It speaks also of man as an earthly being appearing in his
tory, and asserts that man by nature craves the appeasement of his 
yearnings through seeing. In this present life also, the utmost hap
piness takes the form of contemplation.8 "Most of all we esteem 
the sense of sight," Aristotle says in the very beginning of his 
Metaphysics. And Pierre Teilhard de Chardin belongs to the same 
tradition when he suggests (in the remarkable chapter on vision 
which surprisingly opens his book, The Phenomenon of Man) 
that all life is comprehended within seeing, and that the whole 
evolution of the cosmos aims above all at "the elaboration of ever 
more perfect eyes." 9 

Such "earthly" contemplation can take a good many different 
forms. It may be the philosopher's consideration of the Whole of 
existence; or the particular vision of the artist, who seeks to pene
trate to the prototypal images of things in the universe; or the con
templative prayer of one absorbed in the divine mysteries. When
ever anyone succeeds in bringing before his mind's eye the hidden 
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ground of everything that is, he succeeds to the same degree in per
forming an act that is meaningful in itself, and has a "good time." 

From this it follows that the concept of festivity is inconceivable 
without an element of contemplation. This does not mean exerting 
the argumentative intellect, but the "simple intuition" of reason; 
not the unrest of,thought, but the mind's eye resting on whatever 
manifests itself.1§. means a relaxing of the strenuous fixation of the 
eye on the given frame of reference, without which no utilitaria/ , 
act is accomplished. Instead, the field of vision widens, concem< ---. 
for success or failure of an act falls away, and the soul turns to its 
infinite object; it becomes aware of the illimitable horizon of reality 

asawho~ 
Ethnological and historiccrcultural writers have often pointed 

out that "a union of peace, intensity of life, and contemplation" 10 

is essential for festivity, so that to celebrate a festival is equivalent 
to "becoming contemplative and, in this state, directly confronting 
the higher realities on which the whole of existence rests." 11 Such 
observations accord completely with everyone's experience. Bustle \ 
does not make a festival; on the contrary, it can spoil one. Of 
course this does not mean that a festival is simply contemplation / 
and recollection of self; any such claim is clearly belied by experi
ence. Nevertheless, ,we cling to the feeling that a special spice, es
sential to the right celebration of a festival, is a kind of expectant 
alertness. One must be able to look through and, as it were, be
yond the immediate matter of the festival, including the festal 
gifts; one must engage in a listening, and therefore necessarily 
silent, meditation upon the fundament of existence. 

The only truly legitimate reason for a day free from work is this 
form of recognition of what is meaningful in itself. In a work writ
ten by Thomas Aquinas12 in his youth this idea is expressed in an 
unusual way. He comments that the Roman philosopher Seneca 
was not so wrong in his mockery of the Jewish Sabbath for being 
filled with empty rituals. For, he says, such a day is not lost, non 
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amittitur, only "if that is done on the Sabbath for which it is ap
pointed: the contemplation of divine things," divinorum contem
platio. 

The antithesis between holiday and workday, or more precisely, 
the concept of the day of rest, tells us something further about the 
essence of festivity. The day of rest is not just a neutral interval in
serted as a link in the chain of workaday life. It entails a loss of 
utilitarian profit. In voluntarily keeping the holiday, men re
nounce the yield of a day's labor. This renunciation has from 
time immemorial been regarded as an essential element of fes
tivity.13 A definite span of usable time is made, as the ancient Ro
mans understood it, "the exclusive property of the gods." 14 As the 
animal for sacrifice was taken from the herd, so a piece of avail
able time was expressly withdrawn from utility.15 The day of rest, 
then, meant not only that no work was done, but also that an of
fering was being made of the yield of labor. It is not merely that 
the time is not gainfully used; the offering is in the nature of a 
sacrifice, and therefore the diametric opposite of utility. 

It scarcely need be said that in a world governed by the concept 
of utility, there can be no time set aside on principle, any more 
than there can be land set aside on principle. Anyone who called 

\ 

for it wtu d btiac used of "sabotaging work." For that very reason 
the tota 'tarian ring society must of necessity be an altogether 
unfesti e soci ,just as it is marked by scarcity and impoverish
ment even when there is the greatest abundance of material goods. 
Similarly, the man who is limited to absolutely utilitarian activity, 
to the artes serviles, and who is thus "proletarianized" in that 
sense, has rightly been called "unfestive." H, On the other hand, 
voluntary renunciation of the yield of a working day cuts through 
the principle of calculating utility, and the principle of poverty 
also. Even in conditions of extreme material scarcity, the with
holding from work, in the midst of a life normally governed by 
work, creates an area of free surplus. 

This, then, unexpectedly brings us to a new aspect of a holiday. 
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A festival is essentially a phenomenon of wealth; not, to be sure, > 
the wealth of money, but of existential richness. Absence of calcu--'" .~------=------------lation, in fact lavishness, is one of its elements. Of course there is 
a natural petn~rm of degeneration inherent in this. The 
way is open to senseless and excessive waste of the yield of work, 
to an extravagance that violates all rationality. The product of a 
whole year's labor can be thrown away on a single day. As is well 
known, men are quite capable of such behavior. But this potential 
perversion cannot be included within the definition of festivity, as 
has recently been done,17 We may properly say that every festival . 
conceals within itself "at least a germ of excess"; 18 but it is highly./ 
misleading if festival itself is defined as "le paroxysme de la so

ciete," 19 as a submergence in "creative" chaos. True enough, the 
fact remains that the paramountcy of a calculating, economizing 
mentality prevents both festive excess and festivity itself. In the 
workaday world all magnificence and pomp is calculated, and 
therefore unfestive. The myriad lights of a commercialized Christ
mas inevitably seem basically meager, without any real radiance. 
We remember G. K. Chesterton's keen comment on the dazzling I 
advertisements of Times Square at night: What a glorious sight ;; 
for those who luckily do not know how to read. 

Such an act of renunciation and sacrificial offering, however, 
cannot be imagined as being performed at random. The talk of 
"valuable working time" is, after all, not just talk; something ut
terly real is involved. Why should anyone decide to sacrifice this 
precious article without sufficient reason? If we probe a little more 
insistently for a reason, we find a curious analogy to the other, the 
contemplative aspect of the day of rest, of which we have already 
spoken. The achievement of contemplation, since it is the seeing, 
the intuition of the beloved object,2° presupposes a specific non
intellectual, direct, and existential relation to reality, an existential 
concord of man with the world and with himself. Precisely in the 
same way, the act of freely giving oneself cannot take place un
less it likewise grows from the root of a comprehensive affirmation 
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III 

Perhaps because we are so allergic to big words, we hesitate to 
speak of a festival as a "day of rejoicing." All the same, we should 
have to concur if someone chose to understate a little and called it 
at the least a "joyous affair." On a festival day, people enjoy them
selves. Even one who terms it quite a "trick" to find such people is 
merely saying that it has become difficult and rare to celebrate a 
festival festively. But no one denies that it should be, by its na
ture, a day of rejoicing. An early Christian Greek went so far as to 
say: "Festivity is joy and nothing else." 1 

Now it is the nature of joy to be a secondary phenomenon. No 
one can rejoice "absolutely," for joy's sake alone. To be sure, it is 
foolish to ask a man why he wants to rejoice-to that extent joy is 
an end in itself. Nevertheless. the longing for joy is nothing but 
the desire to have a reason and pretext for joy. This reason, to the 
extent that it actually exists, precedes joy and is different from it. \ 
The reason comes first; the joy comes second. I 

But the reason for joy, although it may be encountered in a 
thousand concrete forms, is always the same: possessing or re
ceiving what one loves, whether actually in the present, hoped for 

""'--
in the future, or remembered in the past.2 Joy is an expression of 
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love. One who loves nothing and nobody cannot possibly rejoice, 
~ no matter how desperately he craves joy. Joy is the response of a 

lover receiving what he loves. 
True as it is that a real festival cannot be conceived without 

joy, it is no less true that first there must be a substantial reason 
for joy, which might also be called the festive occasion. Strictly 
speaking, it is not enough for this reason to exist objectively. Men 
must also accept and acknowledge it as a reason for joy; they must 
experience it themselves as a receiving of something they love. An 
odd sort of objectivity has sometimes been attributed to festivals, 
as though they could exist even without people: "It is ... Easter 
even where nobody celebrates it." 3 It seems to me that such a na

tion is illusory, as long as we are speaking of festivals as a human 
reality. 

The inner structure of real festivity has been stated in the clear
est and tersest possible fashion by Chrysostom: "Ubi caritas gau
det, ibi est festivitas," 4 "Where love rejoices, there is festivity." 

Now, what sort of reason underlies festal joy and therefore fes
tivity itself? "Plant a Bower-decked pole in the middle of an open 
place, call the people together- and you have a fete!" Everyone
one would think- sees that that is not enough. But I did not in
vent the sentence as an example of naIve simplification. It was 
written by Jean Jacques Rousseau." 

It is an almost equally hopeless simplification to imagine that 
mere ideas can be the occasion for real festivals. Something more 
is needed, something of another order. The celebrant himself must 
have shared in a distinctly real experience. When Easter is de
clared a festival of "immortality," it is scarcely surprising that no 
response is forthcoming- not to speak of such fantastic proposals 
as those of Auguste Comte, whose reformed calendar established 
festivals of Humanity, Paternity, and even Domesticity. Not even 
the idea of freedom can inspire people with a spirit of festivity, 
though the celebration of liberation might- assuming that the 
event, though possibly belonging to the distant past, still has com-
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in anything" 10 as with "the vast unbounded Yea- and Amen
saying." 11 The formulation is to be found in his posthumous 
notes, and reads: "To have 19~ in. ~in one must a .prove 
~rythin.g." 12 

Underlying all festive joy kindled by a specific circumstance 
there has to be an absolutely universal affirmation extending to the 
world as a whole, to the reality of things and the existence of man 
himself. Naturally, this approval need not be a product of con
scious reflection; it need not be formulated at all. Nevertheless, it 
remains the sole foundation for festivity, no matter what happens 
to be celebrated in concreto. And as the radical nature of negation 
deepens, and consequently as anything but ultimate arguments 
becomes ineffectual, it becomes more necessary to refer to this ulti
mate foundation. By ultimate foundation I mean the conviction 
that the prime festive occasion, which alone can ultimately justify 

~all celebration, really exists; that, to reduce it to the most concise "-
, phrase,:: bottom everything that is, i;;,=~nd it is good to exist. / ' 

,~ For man cannot have the ~JtifeI!m~ oU eceiving-..whaLis oved,- un-
/" . _~s the world a~d exi~...£~~s a wftole r.epresenLsQl.1lething g9Qd 

and therefore beloved to him. 
·Incidentally, -t ere is a kind of confirmation of this from the 

other shore, as it were. Whenever we happen to feel heartfelt as
sent, to find that something specific is good, wonderful, glorious, 
rapturous-a drink of fresh water, the precise functioning of a 
tool, the colors of a landscape, the charm of a loving gesture, a 
poem-our praise always reaches beyond the given object, if mat-
ters take their natural course. Our tribute always contains at least 
a smattering of affirmation of the world, as a whole. So that the 
converse of the sentence we have just quoted is also valid-and 
again Nietzsche has formulated it: "If it be granted that we say 
Yea to a single moment, then in so doing we have said Yea not 
only to ourselves, but to all existence." 13 

Need we bother to say how little such affirmation has to do with 
shallow optimism, let alone with smug approval of that which is? 



Such affirmation is not won by deliberately shutting one'li eyes to 
the horrors in this world. Rather, it proves its seriousness by its 
confrontation with historical eVilJrhe quality of this assent is such 
that we must attribute it even to martyrs, at the very moment, per
haps, that they perish under brutal assault/ A theologian comment
ing on the Apocalypse has said 14 that what distinguishes the 
Christian martyr is that he never utters a word against God's 
Creation. In spite of everything he fInds the things that are "very 
good"; therefore in spite of everything he remains capable of joy 
and even, as far as it concerns him, of festivity. Whereas, on the 

jother hand, w~ever refuses assent to reality as a wbok,. no _~r 
h~ell off he mar3 is b th fact inca acitated for either '0 

o~ Festivity is impossible to the nay-sayer. The more 
money he haa, and above all the more leisure, the more desperate 
is this impossibility to him. 

This is also true of the man who refuses to approve the fact of 
his own existence- having fallen into that mysterious, ineffable 
"despair from weakness" of which Soren Kierkegaard 15 has spoken 
and which in the old moral philosophy went by the name of 
~cedia, "slothfulness of the heart.'; I, At issue is a refusal regarding 
the very heart and fountainhead of existence itself, because of the 
"despair of not willing to be oneself" 17 which makes man unable 
to live with himself. He is driven out of his own house- into the 
hurry-burly of work-and-nothin.g-elsez intQ.the fIne-siJ~e!Wausti:qg 
~me of sophistical phrase-mox:~r~, in~ incessant "entertain: 
~~ by empty stimulant~-in short, into a no man's land which 

may_ be _~i~ comfortabry f~~ishe~, bu.t~o -Fl~=c~-\ 
the :.-erenity of intrinsic~~eaningful activi!)" for contemplationJ.. 
and certainly not for festivity. 

Festivity lives ~~.!ffirT~~o_n~ Even c:~br~t~on: for. the de~d, All) 
.,..§£!:!ls and" G~_ ~:i..~a~,_ ::~ _~_~ver b_e ~.!L celebrate~ ~xcept on 

the basis of faith that all is well with the world and life--as a 
:ih"Qle. If there is ~; consolatio;;; th~ idea ~f ~ Tu~~r"'alas -3" solemn 
act is self-contradictory. But consolation is a form of rejoicing, al-
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though the most silent of all- just as catharsis, the purification of 
the soul in the witnessing of tragedy, is at bottom a joyful experi
ence. (The real locus of the tragic is not in those works of litera
ture we term tragedies, but in man's historical reality.) Consola
tion exists only on the premise that grief, sorrow, death, are 
accepted, and therefore affirmed, as meaningful in spite of every
thing. 

This is the point at which to correct the misconception which < s~metimes prevails,1.8 that the fes ive is also the che: rful. It is si~
. mficant that accordmg to Greek myth all great festIvals had theIr 

origins in the celebration of funeral rites.19 And historians of re
ligion have repeatedly pointed out that the ancient Roman festi
vals must not be considered simply as days of rejoicing.2o Nat-
urally, for a festival to develop a broad and rich appeal, jesting, 
gaiety, and laughter cannot be excluded from it, nor even some 
riotousness and carnival. But a festival becomes true festivity only 
when man affirms the gooJness Ofl'iIS exist(;!.!!£e 0 eriI~g the re
-;ponse='orj oy. - an it be that this g,oodness is never reve; led to us 
so ri litl and powerfully as b the sudden shock of loss and 
~ This is the implication of Holderlin's famous distic iCon 
Sophocles' Antigone) : 

Viele versuchten umsonst, das Freudigste freudig zu sagen, 
Hier spricht endlich es mir, hier in der Trauer sich aus. 

I Many endeavored in vain joyfully to speak profoundest joy; , 
L Here at last, in the tragic, I see it expressed.21 

Is it therefore so surprising that both the affirmation of life and 
its rejection should be hard to recognize, not only to the eye of the 
outsider but possibly to one's own inner eye? 22 When we look at 
the martyr, it is by no means plain that he is affirming the world 
in spite of everything; for after all, he is not instantly recognizable 
as a "martyr," but as a defendant, a convict, a ridiculous eccen
tric- but above all as one who has been silenced. Similarly, non
assent may also appear under a disguise. For example, it may be 
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covered over by pleasure- agreeable enough in itself and spring
ing from sheer vitality- in dancing, music, drinking, so that the 
rejection remains for a while hidden even from the self. Above all, 
this rejection may be concealed behind the fac;ade of a more or less 
sham confidence in life. The jovial laughter of Sisyphus, "who 
negates the gods and raises rocks," 23 is deceptive, even in the 
sense that the deception may succeed or, which would be in
finitely harder, that he may deceive himself. 

Strictly speaking, however, it is insufficient to call affirmation of 
the world a mere prerequisite and premise for festivity. In fact it 
is far more; it is the substance of festivity. Festivity, in its essen
tial core, is nothing but the living out of this affirmation. 

~ To celebrate a festival means; to live out, for some special occa- ..... r 
1\ sion and in an uncommon manner, the universal assent to the 

world as a whole. 
This statement harmonizes with the conclusions cultural and re

ligious historians have drawn from their studies of the great typical 
festivals in ancient cultures and among primitive peoples. And be
cause that assent to life, if it is there at all, is there all the time, it 
becomes the wellspring for a thousand legitimate occasions for fes

tivity. The immediate event may be equally the coming of spring 
or of a baby's first tooth. 

Consequently, we may properly speak of everlasting festival as 
existing at least in latent form. In fact, Church liturgy recognizes r 
only festival days- which by a strange and devious linguistic evolu- J 
tion has led to a change in the meaning o~ o~inally, th~ 

word meant "festival," but now it is beginning to signify the festi-....-
val celebrated on ordinary weekdays.24 So Significant a philosopher 
a nd theologian as Origen contended that the naming of specific 

holy days was done only for the sake of the "uninitiate" and "be-) j 
ginners" who were not yet capable of celebrating the "eternal 
festival." 25 But it is still too early in our discussion to examine 
this phase of the matter. 



First of all, we must now state explicitly a conclusion toward 
which all our foregoing ideas have inexorably led. To be sure, as I 
have found time and again, this statement is usually greeted with 
alarm and distrust, as though to voice it is somehow equivalent to 
launching an unfair surprise attack. Nevertheless, I see no legiti
mate way of avoiding it; it is absolutely compelling, both logically 
and existentially. 

The conclusion is divisible into several parts. First: there can be 
no more radical assent to the world than the raise of God the 
h~ding'" ~l the -Cre~;; of -this same world. One ca~ c;-~ceive a 

more i_r:~ense, mo~~c9.nditioI}.~l..2..ffii~~tio;;;;f ~~i~g;ifthe h~;rt 
cl fesEvi~ :o~i~j?l!len's..J?_hx~£alli e res~their2g!.e~_~~pt 
~th every thin&. 0~.~~_t:J1~....sec~ndb'---=_the ritu~l festi~~ is.0e 
most festive form that festivity can ossibl take. The other side of 
this c~in is that-th;;dr:-tFi~;~an be ~o deadli~r, ~or~ ~thiess 
destruc!!QR-0f t~tiY}iLt?~n~;~al~ rit~~1~~~-:-~gY2~ N ay 

~l~s out ~e s arkJ~?!!!. whic? th~_~ck~r~~g fla~f fe~~~ty 
~.&.ht JIave ~een k~ndl_ed ane..xy, 



Wherever festivity can freely vent itself in all its possible forms, 
an event is produced that leaves no zone of life, worldly or spirit
ual, untouched. 

But now we must consider the "on the other hand." There are 
worldly, but there are no purely profane, festivals. And we may 
presume that not only can we not find them, but that they cannot 
exist. A festival without gods is a non-concept, is inconceivable. 
For example, Carnival remains festive only where Ash Wednesday 
still exists. To eliminate Ash Wednesday is to eliminate the Carni
val itself. Yet Ash Wednesday is obviously a day in Christendom's 
liturgical year. The pallor of the merely "legal" holidays is evident 
from the fact that there is much discussion of how they really 
should be "celebrated." This is not to say that we should not 
single out days of "Unity" and "Constitution" and pay them spe
cial heed. But can we seriously call them festival days? If there 
were no other evidence against their being festivals, their origin 
alone would serve. Where in the world has there been a real festi
val arising from a mere act of legislation, a decision by a represent
ative assembly? Who is empowered to establish a festival? Plato 
maintained that the "recreation" 1 of festivals was established di
vinely. And certainly no Christian would say otherwise of the great 
holy days of Christendom. 

Festivals are, it would seem, traditional in a very s~cial sense, a 
traditu11J:.. in ~ strictest meaning of that concept: received from a 
~perhuman sourcs:, to be handed on undimini~hed, received and 
handed on again.: It has been said that the living force of tradi
tion is nowhere manifested so clearly as in the history of festivals.3 

That is true. Nevertheless, we must quickly add that the subject 
entails a whole complex of problems. Real handing down, the 
living process of transmission from one generation to another, 
is deterred rather than abetted by the kind of traditionalism that 

\ 
clings to external appearances. For what really matters is not mere 
preservation and conservation, but a constant succession oT new, 
~reative reshapings which give contemporaneity..JQ. the content oL , 
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the festivals. On the other hand, although people are sometimes 
too ready to talk of breaches of tradition and lack of tradition, such 
criticism is sometimes quite apt in connection with the decadence 
of festivals. If the sons truly no longer knew the significance of 
the great holidays celebrated by their fathers, then the most im
mediate tie between the generations would be cut and tradition 
would, strictly speaking, no longer exist. 

Secular as well as religious festivals have their roots in the rit- '; 
uals of worship. Otherwise, what arises is not a profane festival, 
but something quite artificial, which is either an emharrassment 
or- we shall have more to say on this- a new and more strenuous 
kind of work. 

Side by side with the history of festivals runs the history of their 
interpretations, thus corrohorating the close link between ~ 
and worship in men's think~"~. The list of concepts which was 
lo~i believed to ~ work of Plato's, and which is still included 
in his collected works under the title of Definitions,4 contains a 
terse phrase for festival: !!!.er6s chr6nos,5 "holy time." That defini-
tion was fully accepted by Cicero6 and hy the people of ancient 

Rome in general. They rega~ded a festival as a holy day, par defi- ~ 
nition un "jour divin." 7 The phrase defines the essential trait of 
festivals, and to the present day that concept holds, however little 
the question is regarded from a theological point of view. Even in 
Roger Caillois, one of the few contemporary writers who have at
tempted a culturo-philosophical theory of festivity, we find the 
statement that a festival is "la periode de la preeminence du >
sacre." 8 

The special relationship of festivals to ritual sacrifices was also 
recognized and stated very early in the history of our culture. Plato 
seemed to consider the terms for both as virtually equivalent.9 And 
from the time of Augustus, an etymology has come down to us 
claiming that the very word feria derives from the killing of ani
mals for sacrifice, "a feriendis victimis." 10 The etymology is wrong, 



nor on earth." History seems to agree. As Wilamowitz tells US,29 

one of the great Attic festivals, the Cronia, came about so that 
"men might taste for a single day the blessed life enjoyed in the 
Golden Age under Cronos." It hardly matters whether we con
ceive of festivals as anchored in the extrahistorical past or the ex
trahistorical future: the concept of paradiso includes both dimen
sions. When, therefore, Roger Caillois speaks of the recall of the 
primordial, mythic past and of the festival as "une actualisation 
des premiers temps de l'univers,"3o he is not very far from what 
the Greek theologian Athanasius said in the fourth century: 'To 
us who live here our festivals are an unobstructed passage to that 
life." 31 The common meaning of all these statements is clear : In 

\ celebrating festivals festively, man passes beyond the barriers of 
J this present life on earth. 

Inability to be festive, on the other hand, can be explained in 
such a way as to illuminate the core of the problem. It signifies 
"immurement" within the zone of the given present, "exposure to 
the terrors of history." 32 Festivity, on the other hand, is a ~ 
tion. Through it the celebrant becomes aware of, and may enter, 
the greater reality which gives a wider perspective on the world of 
everyday work, even as it supports it. 
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that the great Anglo-Saxon ethnologists of the tum of the century \ 
had completely overlooked the phenomenon of festivals, despite 
their conspicuous part in all primitive cultures. He rather sur
prisingly explained this curious blind spot as a consequence of the 
mentality of the "great Protestant cultures." 8 For my part, I do 
not propose to become involved in controversial theological prob
lems, nor in theology at all. I mention these matters only in order to 
state my own premises as clearly as possible, for they too are inevi-
tably theological in nature. My assumptions are : first, that the Old 1../ 
Testament Sabbath entered into the Christian Sunday and was 

~y,.jt;....anQ...s~ondJ. ffiat con¥<.. u ntl Sunday, 1 e the 1,-
Sabbat t..b. copceived as, to put it most cil,utiousIX' an insti-

~~n notalto~t;ther.~gabIT;~d}r~ Both day;=;Pr; sent the 
Biblical Seventh Day, the requies Domini Dei tui (Deut. 5, 14), 
the divine day of rest on which not only master and servant but 
even the cattle are to rest. The Decalogue, incidentally, adds an
other note that nowadays strikes us in terms of the greatest im
mediacy- a reference to political servitude: "Remember that you 
were a servant in the land of Egypt, and the Lord your God 
brought you out thence" (Deut. 5, 15). 

,[he Seventh Day commemorates not onlx the completion 9L the 
divine work, b~~i.vi-ne..a.\S~JU,.~],l,~s~n the 
Seventh DaJ~t the pro£ligigY5 or.ds '¥..~<;."s_ oken that ~very-

1E!ni'" ~s 'J;.~o.o " ~bmll&ej¥e a_lllore ~ical, a \ 
~~ipg.jg§tiP.~tio1!-9.£ the esseJ.l1i.aLgQ.o@~ss of all r eality / 
t~~at Ggd Himselfein hri~g!l!g, thip,g0E.~0 bei:!&A:§.rms 
and loves these vea ~ all of them withous,:!,ceJ;!ion. 

~~~ to m~ ... also, insofar _:;;~_ this is ~~ _~E1.os~_ le
~~~a~io~r:.- p!.rh~g~..!,sh?1!!~s2~_~J> . the..l!J!imat~_e~souragem;nt 
which alone is unassailable, likewise to jruL.!h£. !hin.gs of the 
wodd 'io~, i~ spit;~r~;~thi;;-~therefore it is al;; l;;git
im~:tioii'" ~n ~ourageme~e ebrate festivals -~;tiveiY. -:;.-' 

~...,....~~~~" "1' i>:sw::;:!tt: iEi.::±_ ~~ .... ~~ ~ 

~n-g me great autumn festivafs in Bengal I asked quite a few 
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persons whether they could tell me the reason for their present fes
tive j<20he answer of one orthodox Hindu ran: It is the . or. of 

- being a creature who~G<xrlias created out oTjoy. - - ~ 
B utthis is every ' ing; th~' «gift of bein£ c-;~ated," which is 
celebrated on Sunday, says Thomas Aquinas.9 This beneficium 
creationis, he says, is the "first and foremost" of all divine gifts. 
Thus he portrays Sunday as the model of all festive celebration. 
On that day we particularly celebrate what underlies all other 
times of festivity : assent to Creation. 

At the same time, however, the Seventh Day has always been 
conceived as a symbol pointing ahead, a prefiguring of the "last 
and foremost" 10 divine gift, the eternal peace of God coming to 
all beings. Sunday is dedicated to this hope; the day itself becomes 
"an image of the coming age," "imago venturi saeculi." 11 

Thus the holiday and day of worship for Christendom, recurring 
every week, is meant to serve both to recall the beginning of Crea
tion and to herald future bliss. And in thus summoning before the 
soul's vision both the beginning and the end of time,12 it throws 
open that wide, that infinite horizon which the great festivals must 
have for their full celebration. 

Plainly, it is an extraordinary demand that such an interpreta
tion of Sunday makes upon the average man. Some may call it an 
excessive demand, although it is scarcely more challenging than 
the task of meeting the demands of being human. At any rate, this 
precise interpretation, which does not draw any romantic veil over 
the measurements of reality, shows men one clearly drawn poten
tiality of their psychic life. And perhaps the average man, some 
time when he is thrown back upon his last resources, will be 
forced to recognize this potentiality as his own. And with that 
recognition will come, perhaps, a great sense of freedom and re
lief. 

Nevertheless, this "Lord's day," dies Dominica, is not a specif
ically Christian holiday, insofar as it fulfills the Old Testament 



l Sabbath, the Seventh Day. What makes Sunday Christian is its 
relation to Christ, its celebration of God's Inc-afiiation-;-wlllch 
reached its full fr~it and reveTation in theReSUrrecti;-~ of the I,ord. ~. 
The Christia~ Su~~~an e~a~ati~~f E"'"ast;r.~·' ... - - l' 

- E; s;;" it;ill,-;ltho~gh ·Tt~ei~b~;t~;·~ ;' historical event, could 

ne~be~ real festival, let alone "the festival of the Church," 13 if 
it were not something more than and different from a mere me
morial day. What is in truth involved is a mysterious contemporiz
ing of this event, which evokes an incomparably more-r--ea present 
than £lemory ever can " althou 'h1tiSalso true that ?fa p:reaSure is 
full gr:owp .9pl,x F..hen it is remembered' at is more, the 
reason and occasion for this festival is that in ~~R:;;S~ctron 
~mething began by 'whlc . man'STItee;cr'slnce, anarodaY anctfor 
ill the "(~, recei~d tliatrncompre ensiD1~n.- tIiat~ilie 

~!:.8H!8~~g~~~A~~h~r~fore in 
the Christian celebration z of East~:'l~i~J)arti~~!:!y ~ an affin::_a- I 
tion of the whole of existence is experienced ana celebrated. No \ 

~~~~~~~~!~cl~~§1~~rma-
tion can be conceivea. 

-n;;,if!.=?fh~-;iii been ~~,eated, the pr.?~_e ~f p;rfect bliss, the 
communication of divine vitaIi!X through Incarnation and Resur
rection- aIl th~ese~ are -thi~gs~ werci'gh't"7ay, which d~~~Eu
m!ln life every hour of every day, iL~~ristia;;;r~ght. y, 
then, are they "£.elebrated" only ·~ow and~, only every sev
enth day, or only on the rare great feast days? As we see, once 
again the theme of "everlasting festival" comes into view. In point 
of fact festivals could not be celebrated as special, rare, and ex
ceptional days, and celebrated spontaneously, if the festive occa-
sion did not exist continually and without cessation and were not 
so experienced (as the receiving of something beloved). If any 
specific day is to be Singled out from the rest and celebrated as a 
festival, this can only be done as the manifestation of a perpetual 
though hidden festivity. 

This idea is not limited to the Christian realm, although in that 
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VI 

Within the same sentence in which Plato calls the recreation of 
festival divinely founded, he also says that the Muses were given 
to us as "festival companions." 1 And indeed, a festival With01; t) 
singing, ~, da~ng, with~ visible forms of ceI~ration, with
ouLa.!,ry kind o~rks Q~t, cannotE magped. But what we 
find is -a surprisingly many-stranded relationship linking the arts 
to festivity. 

First of all, the artistic act is like festivity itself, something out 
of the ordinary, something unusual, which is not covered by the 
rules governing the workaday world. This is true not only of the 
artist's creative act, which gives rise to the work of art, but also 
of the secondary act of the person who (for example) reads a 
poem poetically. Both events depend upon "being struck by the 
lightning-flash of vision," and both "stand out of the flow of exist
ence much as festivals stand out of the chain of almost indis
tinguishable days." 2 Both are rather rare; both have an "insular" 
character.3 

It should be clear, moreover, that the invisible aspect of festivity, 
the praise of the world which lies at a festival's innermost core, can 
attain a physical form, can be made perceptible to the senses, only 
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gain its health only as "utilitarian music." Musicians, perhaps, 
should accept commissions to write music for political demon
strations, he argued: after all, Johann Sebastian Bach had also 
"written almost exclusively utilitarian pieces." 7 The reference to 
Bach, of course, reveals the utterly hopeless error underlying this 
thesis- as if there were no difference between art's serving polit
ical and economic ends on the one hand, and its place within the 
festivals of public worship. Such service is not merely "serving" 
ends; on the contrary, it is the highest and perhaps the only way 
for art to be completely itself and to arrive "autonomously" at its 
most essential goal: the praise of Creation. For in that, above all, 
the arts and festivity join hands; both are nourished by affirmation 
of Creation. 

Let us stress again that this affirmation is not the same thing as 
approval of any pragmatic situation. Often enough, pragmatic 
states are characterized by their lack of reality. Rather, what is ) 
meant is affirmation of the true creaturely Being of the world, of 
~ings and of man, the Being on which all pragmatic states rest. 
l,I?ere can be neither festivals nor fine arts without that prior af

firmation, the _ I!ature of which is perhaps best convey~ 
gteat word: lo~. Normally, the word should be used sparin~ 
but in this case it is the exact term we want. "C'est l'amour q'!!i 

~8 ~gs; w~ove we cannot expect son&- ) 
'Song" here stands not only for poetry and, of course, music, but 
also for the utterances and works of all the fine arts taken together. 
Elegy, too, is song.9 And insofar as tragedy, poesie noire and 
peinture noire, as well as even the most unsparing satire, right
fully deserve the proud name of true works of art, they neces
sarily draw their vitality from consent to the true reality. For what 
else is mourned as disaster and misfortune, what is denounced as 
shameful, what is execrated, questioned, ridiculed, or else pic
tured as a terrible, threatening possibility- what, if not the decay, 
the destruction, and the effacement of that same true reality? Evi
dently, that true reality is really accepted and affirmed as the stand-
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ard and the court of last appeal. The great work of art, at any rate, 
always remains within all these negations "the affirmation of af
firmations that comprehends all assents within itself." 10 And 
therein lies its kinship with festivity. 

Even language itself, to the extent that it conceals song within 
itself, as the Romans put it ("est etiam in dicendo quidam cantus 
obscurior" 11 )-or to express this differently, to the extent that it is 
not mere communication for practical ends, but simple naming, 
"useless" and independent denomination of what is--even that 
distinctively human achievement which is called language seems 
to spring into being within the same free realm that is created by 
the festival. 'The festal origin of human speech"- a surprising con
cept! All the same, it has been defended with rather considerable 
arguments.12 Here again we detect a strand in the reciprocal rela
tion of festivity and the fine arts, which may be seen as merely dif
ferent "dialects" of man's obscurely "singing" speech. 

Wherever assent to the world is expressly rejected, expressly 
and consistently (though this last is not easy), the root of both 
festivity and the arts is destroyed. Gloomy diagnosticians told us 
long ago that in an existence founded on negation, festivity be
comes a caricature of itself. Nietzsche says that all festivals are 

/ 
nothing but "spectacles without spectators, tables full of gifts with
out recipients." 13 Schopenhauer speaks of "mere appearance"; 
"the essence of the thing is lacking"; joy is "usually not to be 

I found; it alone has canceled its appearan~e at the festival." 14 And 

i 
Kurt Eisner's brilliant and confused pamphlet of 1906, Feste der 
Festlosen ("Festivals of the Unfestive"), whose title sums up the 
whole argument, contains this sentence: ''Perhaps the time is ap-

<proaChing when festivals as mass manifestations of an intensified 
sense of life will be nothing more than c~es to be studied 
from old pictures and artifacts preserved in ethnological mu
seums." 15 Such remarks are not without foundation, even though 
a number of "positive" arguments against them can be cited. At 
any rate, their symptomatic value is incontestable. 



As for the situation of the arts, that too is a complex matter not 
easily penetrated, let alone judged. It is indubitably true that re
fusal of assent makes "song" impossible. If assent to the world can 
no longer be celebrated festively at all, then every one of the fine 
arts becomes hom~s, useleS( idle, unbelievable, and at bottom 
impossible. To be sure, such refusal can exist side by side with the 
greatest technical skill. That is precisely what complicates the mat
ter. For wherever truthful form is achieved, no matter how "for
malistic" it may be, there exists eo ipso in some sense harmony, 
concord with a pre-established image of order- and thus inevi
tably a grain of affirmation. Complete negation is necessarily form
less; it presupposes the shattering of form; whereas negation pro
claimed in perfect form is only a half-negation, inherently a 
contradiction of itself. And in fact, the arts of our time are 
characterized by such abstrusities of structure, quite aside from 
the fact that a good deal of art that pretends to metaphysical nega
tion is really founded upon assent to a hidden order. Neverthe
less, it is just as clear that there runs through all varieties of art 

a resolute refusal to accept the "absurd" world. So keen a student \ 
of literature as Ernst Robert Curtius has said that the literature of 
the past hundred years has chiefly been a form of "cultivated cen
sure," a category that includes all "that twenty or thirty natural
isms, expressionisms, existentialisms in all countries and continents 
have accumulated as incriminating evidence against man, life, be
ing in general." 16 And no one is likely to deny that the hopeless
ness, as well as the simple absence of reality so widespread in the 
realm of the arts, is rooted in this incapacity to affirm, or the de
liberate refusal to do so, no matter in what specific terms the nega
tion is couched. 

Worse than clear negation, however, is mendacious affirmation. 
Worse than the silencing and stifling of festivity and the arts is 
sham practicing of them. And once again we may see that pseudo
art is related in a variety of ways to pseudo-festivity. The sham is 
inherent in the fact that the affirmation and assent compatible only 
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with true reality is falsified into a smug yea-saying, whose basic ele
ment is a desire to fend off reality, so as not to be disturbed, at any 
price. ~ deceptive escape from the narrowness of the workaday 
utilitanan world is found in th,e form of entertainment and "for
getting one's worri~" And the same mendaciou?-.message also 
reaches men tbr~ the medium of the pseudo-ar ts, ,:\,hether triv
ial or pretenti~ Ba~tering or entertaining, or ~ntoxicating like ~ 
drug. Ma~ craves by nature to enter the "otheL world, but he can .-' 
attaIn it only if .!rue festi~ly~mes to Eass . .For it appears
f)_ut it ~I!Pearance only-th~t this other dimension of reality can 
be produced wifu.. ease and ~ it appears to ~d at th~ 
posal of the harried or bored man who needs "entertai "nd 
a c ange." And the Sophist, the producer of fictive realityp has.-

:« - -his day~_,> 
Jftrtthe man who by such devices is the more imprisoned within 

a workaday world now made amusing no longer misses real fes
tivity; he does not notice the emptiness. And thus he even stops 

/ grieving over his loss- an e loss thereby is finally sealed. 
This is the process by which an age is changed into a "period of 

dearth." Holderlin's great poem, Bread and Wine, from which we 
take the phrase, points the moral in verses of almost painful 
beauty.1S Though there may be some minor variations in the 
interpretation of detail, the meaning of the poem as a whole is !I quite clear: lthe true existential poverty of man consists in his 
having lost the power to celebrate a festival festively. And Holder-

1\. \ lin leaves no room for doubt that he is ~ng of the festivals of 
ritual worship, whose "crowns" are the gods. 

But as for the question, "And what are poets for in a period of l dearth?"- it is, of course, a question that carries its own answer 
within itself, much as if someone were to say: What are festival 
companions for if there is no festival? 



VII 

Lao-tzu1 has said that a man is not sick so long as sickness sickens 
him. Hence, things have not reached their sorriest pass as long as 
men are concerned over the disappearance of the festive principle 
from life. By the same token, the grumblings of cultural critics and 
the plaints of poets are the very opposite of hopelessness. But 
when, unnoticed and almost unnoticeable, sham festiyals foist 
themselves on men in place of true festivity Ca~~es describes 
the Battering falsehood of the Sophists: it uses pleasure as a bait 
to catch folly and pretends to be that which it simulates2) - then 
the situation is really bad. Apparently there have been sham fes
tivals all through the ages; decadence of festivity is an ever-present 
danger. The Late Roman Empire, for example, was rife with festal 
arrangements lacking the truly festive core, "les attributs de la fete 
sans le jour de la fete" 3 _ a typical phenomenon of a declining so
ciety. Naturally enough, in the past as well as in the present, the 
festivals most prone to such corruption have been those whose pub
lic character is unassailable. Even secularized society cannot- not 
yet- ignore Christmas. However, as everyone has observed, the 
real festival is almost disappearing behind the commercialized 
folderol that has come to the fore. The true content sometimes 
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1792, as a union of "philosophers" occupied with preparing the 
"happiness of the world." 32 The ideologists of the Revolution con
sidered the legislator a "priest of social felicity," 33 engaged upon 
an unending program of reshaping and improving the social con
ditions of human life. 

At this point in our discussion we may expect a double objec
tion. First, someone may say: Really now, what is wrong with try
ing to ameliorate the conditions of human life by, among other 
things, modifying the social organization? To this, we can answer 
very briefly: There is nothing wrong with it. The second argu
ment, which strikes more closely at the point in question, might 
be put as follows : Is not the enthusiastic hailing of life and the 
world, so evident in all these Revolutionary festivals, exactly what 
has been proclaimed as the necessary prerequisite for festivity? Did 
not these revolutionaries have an exceedingly optimistic view of 
man? Why, then, is it impossible for a real festival to be celebrated 
on that basis? What is lacking? 

This question calls for an explicit answer. Here it is: There can 
be no festivity when man, imagining himself self-sufficient, re- \ \ 
fuses to recognize that Goodness of things which goes far beyond / 
any conceivable utility; it is the Goodness of reality taken as a / 
whole which validates all other particular goods and which man 
himself can never produce nor simply translate into social or in
dividual "welfare." He truly receives it only when he accepts it as') 
pure gift. The only fitting way to respond to such gift is: by praise 
of God in ritual worship. In short, it is the withholding of public 
worship that makes festivity wither at the root. 

And yet we cannot say that the French Revolution as a histori
cal event ushered in the obverse of true festivity. True, we can see 
the beginnings of that obverse in the Revolution's festivals, but it 
did not reach its apogee. The unrealistic extravagance of these 
fetes, their bombast and enthusiasm, are evidence that the society 
that launched them had not arrived at the purest form of ration-
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VIII 

When the American Federation of Labor decided to set May I, 

1886, as the target date for winning the eight-hour day, which it 
had been demanding for years, the only thing in favor of the first 
of May was that it was moving day, the usual date when leases 
and other economic agreements ran out. There was no talk of 
mythical "spring festivals" 1 or other ideas rooted in folklore. The 
employers opposed the demand, and so a strike was called for that 
day. At a demonstration in Chicago a bomb was thrown- by 
whom was never known. The police fired into the crowd, kill
ing and wounding several of the demonstrators. The labor leaders 

charged with instigating the demonstration were tried in an at- \ 
mosphere of hatred and hysteria; seven were sentenced to death and 
four executed. In memory of these martyrs of the labor movement, 
the first of May was adopted internationally as a day given over to 
demonstrating for shorter working hours.2 Only five years later did 
the International Labor Congress in Brussels declare it a "festival 
day" for the first time. In so doing, the Congress started something 
quite new, with unforeseeable consequences, which ultimately 
caused the original historical occasion to be completely forgotten. 
But the latent spirit of the original decision comes to the fore in 
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the May Day celebrations of totalitarian governments. The word
ing of the Brussels resolution of 189 I was as follows : "In order to 
preserve to the first of May its specific economic character, that of 
the demand for the eight-hour day and of proclamation of the class 
struggle, the Congress resolves : The first of May is a festival day 
shared by the workers of all countries, on which the workers shall 
demonstrate their solidarity and their shared demands. This festi
val day should be pronounced a day of rest. . . ." 3 

It seems to me that two things in this program deserve particular 
attention : first, that an economic occasion in the class struggle is 
declared a "festival day" as if that were a matter of course; and 
second, the fact that the new element of "strike" is boldly tacked 
on to the old idea of a "day of rest." May first is "a rehearsal for 
the general strike," Aristide Briand said.4 To be sure, a good many 
"resolutions" continued to speak in traditional language of a "day 
of rest" as "the worthiest form of celebration." 5 However, such a 
leader as Viktor Adler6 declared bluntly that only by stopping work 
could "the agitational character of May first as a truly proletarian 
and revolutionary demonstration" be preserved- for which reason 
the more radical Syndicalists of the Latin countries rejected the 
term "holiday" as romantic.7 

At the same time the posters and banners carried in the proces
sions8 ("This is the day the people made; it is hallowed through
out the world"; "Socialism, thy kingdom come!"; "Our Pentecost, 
when the power of the Holy Spirit of Socialism rushes through 
the world, making converts") , and the propaganda pamphlets and 
leaflets distributed in honor of the "festival," proclaim the "stalwart 
will of the working class no longer to let bourgeois society alone 
determine what shall be the workdays and what shall be the 
feast." 9 Thus the traditional festivals are rejected as bourgeois 
institutions. Kurt Eisner said of the May first "festival of the peo
ples" that "the mighty rhythm of its idea proclaims a golden age 
of work and rejoicing as a goal to be immediately achieved; and it 



is this which raises it far above all secular and religious, pagan and 
Christian festivals of the past." 10 

Once again it must be said that all these examples are more or 
less innocent preludes of what is to come. The thing becomes seri
ous when the Bolshevist regime takes over the "socialist holiday." 
For the day can then no longer retain the character of a demon
stration against the existing order. The existing order has become 
identical with the dictatorship of the proletariat. What, then, is to 
be done with the first of May? It is turned into something quite 
unexpected, though surprising only to those who do not have an 
adequate conception of the nature of the totalitarian labor state. 
The first of May becomes, to put it briefly, a day that differs from 
all other workdays and rest days of the year in that it is celebrated 
by- additional, voluntary, unpaid work! In lieu of the demand for 
a shorter workday, which in the past had been the justification 
and the meaning of the day, the workers are asked to accept the . 
very opposite, "the idea of prolongation of work." From that, as 
an official pronouncementll put it, there develops gradually "the 
voluntary work of the progressive elements of the working class, 
the Communists." The "rehearsal for the general strike" is forgot
ten. "This holiday is one of general work" (thus Leon Trotsky) .12 

And Maxim Gorky: "It is a wonderful idea to make the spring fes
tival of the workers a holiday of voluntary work." 13 

The sentences I have quoted come from a joint proclamation, is
sued in 1920 and signed by Lenin, Kalinin, Bukharin, and almost 
all the great names of Bolshevism, in an attempt to put across this 
new meaning of the May first celebration. 

Naturally, the "voluntary" nature of this holiday work must be 
understood in a propaganda sense. And no one versed in the in
strumentation of such "revolutionary" rhetoric would fail to hear 
the overtones of threat. It was Lenin himself who said: "Only peo
ple who have sold themselves to capitalism are capable of con
demning the use of the great May holiday for our mass effort to 
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introduce Communist work." 14 Gorky ruled that it was a "crime 
not to understand" the purpose of giving that particular form to 
the holiday.!1> The phrase '1abor deserter" begins to be bandied 
about, and we are told that "the most progressive ranks of the pro
letariat will use force in order finally to eliminate . . . the passive 
resistance" of such deserters. The time for such a reckoning would 
come when "we have advanced organizationally to the point that 
the entire population is comprehended . . . in one single labor 
army." 16 After such hints, the authorities could be fairly sure that 
their suggestion would be eagerly taken up. When the officials and 
scientists of the Moscow government ministries marched out to till 
the fields "belonging to the Commune," the peasants of the vicin
ity flocked to the place "to see how the proletariat celebrates its la
bor holiday." 17 

We must call to mind again that this language of intimidation 
is being used to proclaim a festival- or rather, to proclaim an in
stitution which according to the "language rules" of a dictatorship 
continues to be called a "holiday," in mockery of every meaning of 
the word. 

Incidentally, that heroic effort of 1920 was not sustained. In
stead, still another meaning soon came to the fore. From 192218 on, 
May first became more and more exclusively a day on which the 
Soviet Union displayed its military strength in gigantic parades. 
The already quoted remark19 in regard to the Baroque court festi
vals is apt enough, in this case : the May Day celebration serves 
chiefly to demonstrate the grandeur of its sponsors. 

The very same was true of the gigantic May Day celebrations of 
the Nazi regime. The sumptuousness of the arrangements for the 
vast demonstrations staged between 1933 and 1936 in Berlin's 
Tempelhof Field (the "greatest demonstration ever seen in the 
history of the world" 20) undoubtedly put into the shade both the 
Baroque festivals and Jacques Louis David's impresario achieve
ments. But the coercive character of those demonstrations was like
wise scarcely hidden. There were not many persons in Germany 



who could afford to stay away from the parties and parades. And 
we will not be surprised to find injunctions being issued that 
strongly recall the festivals of the French Revolution. Several 
days prior to May first, the state propaganda machine would pub
lish the following instructions: "Decorate your houses and the 
streets of the cities and villages with fresh greenery and with the 
colors of the Reich! . . . No train and no streetcar is to ride 
through Germany that is not decorated with Bowers and greenery! 
The public buildings, railroad stations, post offices, and telegraph 
offices are to burgeon out in fresh greenery!" 21 So faithfully were 
these suggestions followed that German cities, large or small, could 
scarcely be distinguished, on that day, from Italian or Spanish 
cities decorated for Corpus Christi Day or for the festival of a 
patron saint. The emptiness of the rhetoric that spouted constantly 
from the loudspeakers, however, often descended to sheer gibber
ish: "My will- this we must all profess- is your faith!" 22 

The only reality hidden behind the bombast and empty spec
tacle was, just as in the Soviet state, the total subjection of human 
beings to work. It was, in fact, on the "holiday of labor" in 1935 
that the "Labor Service" was announced, amid tumultuous ap
plause from the "celebrants"- among them those affected by the 
decree. And then the same shift in meaning took place once again: 
in National Socialist Germany, May first, which incidentally was' 
renamed as early as 1934 "National Holiday of the German Peo
ple," became the prime occasion for striking displays of weapons of 
destruction, which the regime was already accumulating in prep
aration for total war. 

The grim conclusion we may come to from all this is: The arti
ficial holiday is not only a sham festival; it borders so dangerously 
on counterfestivity that it can abruptly be reversed into "antifes
tiva!''' 
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IX 

"C'est la guerre, qui correspond a la fete": the modern equivalent 
of festivals is war. In this provocative sentence Roger Caillois1 an
swers the question of what nowadays takes that place in the life of 
society which once upon a time was filled by festivals. At first, he 
says, he imagined that the answer might be "vacations." But then 
he realized that vacations are not only not consonant with festivals, 
but that they are, rather, mutually exclusive; and that in the pres
ent world it is, instead, war that fulfills the functions of the great 
festivals. In war, he says, all the attributes of festivals may be 
found (he considers festivals as essentially "a time of excess"): 
the most drastic conversion and consumption of energies, the 
eruption of stored force, the merging of the individual in the to
tality, the squandering of resources ordinarily carefully husbanded, 
the wild breaking down of inhibitions-and so on. 

Once we have recovered from the shock that such a statement is 
meant to inflict upon the reader, once we begin casting about for 
counterarguments, we are forced to admit, however much against 
our will, that the present state of things does seem to favor so ex
treme a hypothesis. Since the time of Nietzsche, who called him
self "the destroyer par excellence" 2 and who dreamed of a com-
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pany of men who would be called "destroyers" 3- for almost three 
generations, then, the idea of "active nihilism," 4 of the "will to 
nothingness" 5 and "pleasure even in destruction," 6 has been part 
of the modern attitude toward life. And when someone comments 
that a myth like that of the Twilight of the Gods, which implies 
the shattering of the created world, in our time no longer belongs 
solely to the realm of imagination,7 we can scarcely disagree. Even 
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, although enthusiastically convinced 
of the future energy of the Cosmos, feels called upon to speak of 
a dawning "organic crisis in evolution" which is preparing "under 
our modern disquiet." The last century, he says,S witnessed the 
first systematic strikes in industry; "the next will surely not pass 
without the threat of strikes in the noosphere." "Or more pre
cisely, there is a danger that the world should refuse itself when 
perceiving itself through reflection." 

This "strike" has evidently already begun. "Darkening of the 
world," "flight of the gods," 9 "disintegration of reality," "absurdity 
of existence," "nausea" - such are the key words heard on every 
hand, whether in philosophical or literary discussions, whether the 
subject be the visual arts or music. In the face of this overpowering 
chorus of nay-sayers, there seems little point in arguing the matter. 
They insist that they have been betrayed, and are consequently ~ 

7 
"wiser than the unbetrayed," in Kierkegaard's phrase.1o "He who / 
laughs has not yet received the terrible tidings." 11 

Not that the actual state of the world does not offer sufficient 
grounds for such fatalism. We might remember, for example, that 
the great teachers of Christendom were also far from being "con
formists" who accepted the world as it was. On the contrary, they 
held that man has so shamefully disgraced the earth and himself , 
and plunged both into such a deplorable state that return to noth
ingness, total annihilatio, might well appear an act of justice.12 , 

Compared with such a view, it is the height of naIve optimism to , 

b~eve that the evil in the ~orld is a @.~~er -oTi'ec~ "/" 
temsor' '(fark ages." To be sure, those same teachers also knew 
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that no one is really able to revoke the act of Creation except the 
Creator Himself; and that He had created all things "so that they 
might be" CWisd. I, 14).13 I really do not know how an incor
ruptible mind, faced with the evil in the world, could keep from 
utter despair were it not for the logically tenable conviction that 
there is a divinely guaranteed Goodness of being which no amount 
of mischief can undermine. But that is the point of view of the 

~an who sees the world as creatura- not to speak of the believer 
who is confident of a salvati~ infinitely surpasses all creature 

oodness. Perhaps it is only thanks to such superempirical cer
tainties that man is able to assume the intellectually and existen-
tially extremely demanding task of facing naked reality without 
resorting to the evasions either of euphemism or of slander. But of 
course, what counts is not primarily a matter of intellectual cate
gories, nor the psychological capacity to endure tensions. What 
counts is truth. And might it not be the truth that the man who 
despairs, he in particular, has "not yet received" certain "tidings"? 

This is not the place to discuss the arguments of nihilism. Our 
subject is festivity. But it is self-evident that those negations, as 
soon as they reach a certain degree of intensity, render true festiv
ity impossible. At the same time- and this seems considerably less 
self-evident- they pave the way for something else: that the de
struction of the world, for example in a global war of annihilation, 
is not feared as an unspeakable calamity, but anticipated as some
thing to be desired, even "celebrated" as ordinarily only affirma
tions can be. Thus destruction becomes "antifestival," one of those 
"great uprisings" which Eisner has described as borrowing "the 
means from war and the mood from festivals." 14 

To shut our eyes to this development would mean repressing a 
whole dimension of reality. Such antifestive "affirmation of nega
tion" has to be taken into account. This, too, lies within the nature 
of man as a historical creature. 

Nevertheless, I repudiate the hypothesis of war as the modem 



equivalent of festivals. It is not merely an unpardonable simplifica
tion; it is downright wrong. Its greatest error lies in its implying 
that our present era is devoid of true festivals, and moreover must 
be so. In reality festivals are not only possible, but are still being 
celebrated. 

However, a sociological and psychological analysis of Western 
society based on attitudes toward festivity would still bring to light 
a good many dubious phenomena. Above all this one: that we 

would be hard put to find anywhere today the kind of great fes-> 
tival that, springing from the praise of God in ritual worship, in
cludes everybody, permeates all spheres, and puts its stamp on all 
of public life. On the other hand, the general susceptibility to arti
ficial holidays established by men has risen considerably, even if, '" 
as in the case of, say, Mother's Day, there is no background of pO-I 
litical coercion. No less dangerous is the susceptibility to quickly; 
available, virtually purchasable surrogates which convey a counter-
feit of the things that can be had only in true festivals: rapture, 
oblivion of ills, a sense of harmony with the world. Furthermore, 
most of the traditional holidays of Christendom have become awk
ward occasions, and a few of the great Christian festivals have 
been taken over so completely by commercialism that their degen
eracy is almost total. In addition, there is the multitude of fes
tivities and parties based on the illusion that no particular occasion 
is needed for celebrating, just leisure time and a well-lined pocket
book. All this combines in preparing the soil for the noisy pomp of 
pseudo-festivals to be celebrated at the command of any despotism. 

But this is not the whole picture. In this same contemporary 
world of ours there remains the indestructible (for otherwise hu
man nature itself would have to be destroyed) gift innate in all 
men which impels them now and again to escape from the re
stricted sphere where they labor for their necessities and provide 
for their security- to escape not by mere forgetting, but by un
deceived recollection of the greater, more real reality. Now, as al
ways, the workaday world can be transcended in poetry and the 



other arts. In the shattering emotion of love, beyond the delusions 
of sensuality, men continue to find enlJance to the still point of 

J 
the turning world. Now, as always, [£he experience of death as 

........... man's destiny, if accepted with an open and unarmored heart, ac-
r--... _ / quaints us with a dimension of existence ~_ fosters a detach-

ment from the immediate aims of practicall~Now, as always, 
the philosophical mind will react with awe to the mystery of being 
revealed in a grain of matter or a human face. 

Of course, all such responses are not in themselves festivity. 
They are the postludes of festivity, but in the proper circumstances 
they could again become the ~s. All such modes of ascend
ing out of the world of mere utility once arose from the soil of a 
festival perhaps long since faded or forgotten; and so they may, by 
virtue of their evocative power, once again become a step toward 
a new festival to be celebrated in the future. Consequently, for 
the sake of what prospects there are for true festivity in our time, 
it is essential to resist the sophistical corruption of the arts, the 
cheapening of eroticism, the degradation of death, as well as the 
tendency to make philosophy a textbook subject or an irresponsi
ble juggling of big words. 

The core and source of festivity itself remains inviolably pres
ent in the midst of society. This is as true today as it was a thou-

<sand years ago. It remains in the form of the praise given in ritual 
1~ worship, which is literally performed at every hour of the day. By 

- its nature that praise is a public act, a festival celebrated before the 
face of Creation,15 whether its site is a catacomb or a prisoner's 
cell. And because the festive occasion pure and simple, the divine 
guarantee of the world and of human salvation, exists and remains 
true continuously, we may say that in essence one single everlast
ing festival is being celebrated- so that the distinction between 
holiday and workday appears to be quite erased. 

But both the all-embracing publicness of the religious festival 
and the continuous presence of that festival remain veiled from 



empirical observation. In happier ages, the hidden element mani
fested itself in visible form in the great feast days on which the 
passage of workaday, utilitarian time came to a halt for a moment. 
In less fortunate periods, in which even rare holidays come to 
nothing for a great variety of reasons, festivity recedes to deeper 
concealment. 

But what is hidden is nonetheless real. And those who are cer
tain that the ever-bountiful source of all festive celebration re
mains unalterably present in the world, even though veiled, will 
regard the empirically patent unfestivity of this same world as not 
altogether hopeless. However, they will see it as a condition that 
is difficult to decipher and, above all, that is in suspense. Two ex
treme historical potentialities have equal chances: the latent ever
lasting festival may be made manifest, or the "antifestival" may 
develop in its most radical form. 

The Christian, however, is convinced that no destructive action, 
no matter how thoroughgoing, even if it is fervently celebrated as 

a gruesome "antifestival," can ever corrode the substance of crea-)/' 
tion. "Miraculously founded and more miraculously restored," it 
cannot be corrupted by the "will to nothingness." Thus there al-
ways remains the "festive occasion" which alone justifies and in
spires celebration. It remains in force, forever undiminished. And 
not even the complete "success" of self-annihilation on the part of 
the human race, not even the complete "destruction of the earth," 16 

could stamp out true festival. To be sure, in that case it would be 
celebrated "not in this eon nor on earth." But basically this is true, 
as we have seen, even for the festivals we celebrate here and now, 
in this present historical time. 

Such thoughts lead, of course, far beyond a philosophical study 
of festivity. And we have reached a boundary at which the phil
osophical mind must necessarily fall silent. But it would be no 
very exceptional case if this silence made it possible to hear- to 
hear a more than philosophical message. 
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feast-day? 
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Why no more does a god mark a mortal man's forehead ... ? 

Or himself he appeared, assuming the shape of a mortal, 
Comforting, brought to a close, ended the heavenly feast. 

} But, my friend, we have come too late. True, the gods are living, 
But over our heads, above in a different world. 

l 
. . . But meanwhile it seems to me often 
Better to sleep than . . . 
Thus to wait, and what's to be done or said in the meantime 
I do not know, and ~l:3!.t are poets for in a .Eeriod of dearth?" J 

(Bread and Wine, stanzas 6 and 7, from Holderlin Poems 
translated by Michael Hamburger, published by Pantheon 
Books, New York) 

VII 
1 "The holy man is not sick because his sickness sickens him. There-

fore he is not sick." (Lao-tzu, Tao Te Ching, chap. 71.) 
2 Plato, Gorgias 464 c-d. 
3 Jullian, Feriae, p. 1054. 
4 Cf. Herder-Korrespondenz, vol. 14 (1959), pp. 62 f. 
5 This, of course, is not intended to suggest that a holiday can be 

shifted at will; and it would be ludicrous to propose that the Church 
should provide those workers who work on the "calendar Sunday" 
with "a genuine and complete 'seventh day' in the course of the 
week," with the divine services to be held during the week. These 
are to be embellished with "high-quality music" and "staffed by 
personalities" who "will have a faculty for exerting a powerful at
traction upon the working personnel in all vocations." This proposal, 
whose sinister terminology outstrips a normal imagination, comes 
from a contribution to a discussion of "Sunday Work" (published as 
an editorial in the Industrie-Kurier of August 16, 1960). 

6 Cf. on this point the excellent excursus that Theodor Schieder has 
included in his book, Das deutsche Kaiserreich von 1871 als N a
tionalstaat (Cologne and Opladen, 1961). 

7 For the "equestrian ballet" performed on the occasion of the wed
ding of Leopold I at Vienna in January 1667, the director, Ales-
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